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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Three-Dimensional Printed Stamps for the Fabrication
of Patterned Microwells and High-Throughput Production
of Homogeneous Cell Spheroids

Tomas Gonzalez-Fernandez,1 Alejandro J. Tenorio,1 and J. Kent Leach1,2

Abstract

Aggregation of cells into spheroids and organoids is a promising tool for regenerative medicine, cancer and cell
biology, and drug discovery due to their recapitulation of the cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions found
in vivo. Traditional approaches for the production of spheroids, such as the hanging drop method, are limited by
the lack of reproducibility and the use of labor-intensive and time-consuming techniques. The need for high-
throughput approaches allowing for the quick and reproducible formation of cell aggregates has driven the
development of soft lithography techniques based on the patterning of microwells into nonadherent hydrogels.
However, these methods are also limited by costly, labor-intensive, and multistep protocols that could impact
the sterility of the process and efficiency of spheroid formation. In this study, we describe a one-step method for
the fabrication of patterned nonadherent microwells into tissue culture plates using three-dimensional (3D)
printed stamps and evaluate the production of cell spheroids of different sizes and cell sources. The generation
of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stromal cell and endothelial cell spheroids by the use of 3D printed
stamps was superior in comparison with a widely used multistep mold technique, yielding spheroids of larger
sizes and higher DNA content. The 3D stamps produced spheroids of more consistent diameter and DNA
content when compared with other commercially available methods. These 3D printed stamps offer a tunable,
simple, fast, and cost-effective approach for the production of reproducible spheroids and organoids for a wide
range of applications.

Keywords: 3D printing, microwell, cell spheroids, 3D cell culture methods, micropatterning

Introduction

The in vitro aggregation of cells into three-dimensional
(3D) spherical structures aims to better recapitulate the in vivo
complexity of tissues and organs compared with cells in
monolayer culture. Cells aggregated into spheroids mimic
in vivo cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions and offer increased
cell viability by promoting cellular communication and sig-
naling pathways.1–3 In light of these advantages, the production
of cell spheroids has been explored for different applications
such as enhanced tissue regeneration,4–6 the engineering of 3D
self-organized organ models (also known as organoids),7 the
investigation of embryonic development8 and cancer process-
es,9 and as tools for pharmacological discovery.10

The first reported fabrication method for the 3D aggrega-
tion of cells was the hanging drop method,11 which consists
of the spontaneous aggregation of dispersed cells contained
in inverted drops. After this finding, other techniques based
on cell self-aggregation such as spinner flask culture,12 static
liquid overlay,13,14 cell centrifugation,15 and magnetic levi-
tation16 were developed. Although these methods are effec-
tive at producing spherical cell aggregates, the resultant
spheroids have increased variability and low reproducibility.
In addition, these techniques can compromise cell viability
due to high shear stresses, are labor-intensive, and require
additional handling after spheroid production.17 The need
for consistent high-throughput production of cell spheroids
and organoids has fostered the investigation of new cell
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aggregation methods such as those based on micromolded
nonadhesive hydrogel microwells.17,18

A variety of techniques have been explored to produce
microwells such as soft lithography and photopolymeriza-
tion. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) molds were surface-
modified through either hexa(ethylene glycol)-terminated
self-assembled monolayers or bovine serum albumin to
pattern the surface of gelatin, agarose, and Matrigel hy-
drogels.19 Microstructures were also generated through
photopolymerization with methacrylated hyaluronic acid
by introducing a photoinitiator to the hydrogel and pro-
viding posterior exposure to UV light while casted on a
PDMS mold.20 The resulting microwells facilitated the
formation of embryonic cell spheroids, yet the consistency
in spheroid shape and size was not assessed.20 The two
aforementioned methods are limited by labor-intensive
multistep protocols that require the use of toxic chemicals
that could affect spheroid viability and cumbersome ster-
ilization procedures that compromise the use of these sys-
tems for experiments requiring cell culture for prolonged
periods of time. In addition, these methods require the
photolithographic production of a photosensitive epoxy
resin master mold using photomasks, which is a costly and
time-consuming process.21

The use of commercially available nonadhesive micro-
patterned plastic well plates has been proposed as an alter-
native to these techniques, but the high costs and suggested
one-time use hinders their adoption in many laboratories.22

Recently, 3D printing technology has been employed for
rapid prototyping of 3D objects in a precise and cost-
effective manner. Despite the advantages offered by 3D
printing, it remains relatively unexplored for the fabrication
of devices that facilitate the production of microwells for
cell aggregation. Mehesz et al. described the use of a 3D
printed 96 pillar mold resembling the dimensions of a 96-
well plate but including 61 micropillars per pillar to cast
rounded bottom microwells into agarose gels for cell ag-
gregation.23 Although these microwells outperformed the
hanging drop method, this approach is limited to the for-
mation of aggregates of reduced dimensions and cell num-
bers, and its combination with a robotic automated system
for optimal performance limits its adoption by many labo-
ratories. Therefore, the development of new devices that
allow for the cost-effective production of spheroids of dif-
ferent sizes and cell types is still needed.

Recently, our laboratory reported a simple protocol using
micropatterned positive silicon molds to produce micro-
wells in agarose hydrogels that can easily be inserted into
tissue culture plates for the formation of stem cell spher-
oids.24 Despite offering a rapid and cost-effective alterna-
tive to the previously mentioned techniques, the production
of hydrogels and their subsequent transfer to a culture plate
could negatively impact their sterility and result in ineffi-
cient cell seeding onto the microwells due to poor fit of the
hydrogel to the borders of the culture well. To address these
challenges, we designed a 3D printed stamp system for the
rapid in situ production of reproducible microwells directly
into 24-well plates. The method reported in this study de-
scribes the use of these 3D printed stamps for the formation
of homogeneous spheroids of different sizes and cell sour-
ces to facilitate the consistent high-throughput production
of spheroids.

Materials and Methods

Stamp design and 3D printing

The stamp prototype was designed using SolidWorks 2017
software and converted into a .stl file. The design (Fig. 1A, B)
consisted of (1) 29 pyramidal microwell protrusions
(S = 2 mm, H = 2.5 mm) for the imprinting of the microwells
into the agarose gel, (2) a tubular post (D = 15.6 mm,
H = 13.5 mm) for the insertion of the stamp into the culture
plate well with channels to facilitate air displacement and
avoid air bubble formation during the addition of agarose into
the well, and (3) a stamp stopper (S = 17.5 mm, H = 9 mm) to
place and maintain the stamp at a defined height over the
culture plate surface during the microwell formation process
and to facilitate the stamp handling and extraction after mi-
crowell formation. The .stl file was printed in the UC Davis
Translating Engineering Advances to Medicine laboratory
using a Carbon M2 3D printer (Carbon, Redwood city, CA)
and a urethane methacrylate resin (UMA 90) (Carbon). The
printing was performed at standard resolution in a total time
of 1 h for 24 stamps. After the printing process, the stamps
were collected (Fig. 1C–E) and rinsed in isopropanol (Sigma
Chemical, St. Louis, MO) under agitation for 15 min, left to
dry at room temperature for 20 min, and UV cured for 1 min
per side.

Stamp sterilization

The stamps were sterilized in ethylene oxide (EtO) using
an EtO sterilization chamber (Andersen Sterilizers, Haw
River, NC) and a 24 h sterilization cycle 48 h before stamp
use for the fabrication of the agarose microwells. After cycle
completion, the stamps remained inside the fume hood for
24 h to allow for complete EtO desorption.

FIG. 1. Stamp design and macroscopic appearance. (A)
Top view and (B) side view of the designed .stl file. (C)
Macroscopic appearance of the 3D printed stamp prototypes
formed from a urethane methacrylate resin, (D) top view
and (E) side view. 3D, three-dimensional.
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Agarose microwell fabrication

A 1.5% agarose (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) gel solution
was prepared in deionized water and autoclaved at 250�C for
1 h. After the agarose was fully dissolved, the agarose mi-
crowells were fabricated in sterile conditions (Fig. 2). First,
the stamps (multiple stamps were used simultaneously to
minimize the fabrication time) were inserted into the wells of
24-well tissue culture-treated culture plate (Falcon, Corning,
NY) (Fig. 2A, B). Then, melted 1.5% agarose (70–90�C) was
pipetted (550 lL) into the well using the stamp guide chan-
nels to allow for air displacement and avoid the formation of
air bubbles (Fig. 2C). The agarose was allowed to gel at room
temperature for 5 min (Fig. 2D), and the stamp was manually
extracted from the well using the stamp stopper (Fig. 2E).

We compared the efficiency of the agarose stamps with a
previously described method reported by our laboratory.5,24

This method consisted of the fabrication of patterned 1.5%
agarose microwells (same dimensions as the microwells
produced through the stamps) using a silicon master mold
produced as previously described.22 After gelation, agarose
microwells were transferred from the mold into a 24-well
tissue culture-treated culture plate.

After production of the agarose microwells, 1 mL of sterile
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA) was added into the wells, and the plates were
centrifuged for 8 min at 900 rpm. After centrifugation, PBS
was aspirated to remove any free agarose, and 1 mL of fresh
sterile PBS was added to keep the microwells hydrated until
cell seeding.

Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stromal
cell and endothelial cell culture

Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSCs) from a single donor were purchased from Lonza
(Walkersville, MD). MSCs were expanded under standard
conditions until use at passages 4 - 6 in growth medium
containing minimum essential alpha medium (w/L-glutamine,
w/o ribo/deoxyribonucleosides; Invitrogen) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Atlanta,

GA) and 1% penicillin (10,000 U/mL) and streptomycin
(10 mg/mL) (Gemini Bio-Products, West Sacramento, CA).
Media was refreshed every 2–3 days.

Human cord blood-derived endothelial colony forming
cells (ECs) were kindly provided by Professor Eduardo Silva
(UC Davis). ECs were isolated from human umbilical cord
blood obtained from the UC Davis Umbilical Cord Blood
Collection Program within 12 h of collection following pro-
tocols as previously described.25 ECs were used at passages
4–6 in Endothelial Growth Media-2 Microvascular (Lonza)
and supplemented with gentamycin (50 lg/mL) and ampho-
tericin B (50 ng/mL) (PromoCell, Heidelberg, Germany).

MSC and EC spheroid formation and culture

After reaching confluency, ECs and MSCs were trypsi-
nized with Trypsin-EDTA (0.25%) (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific), counted using trypan blue exclusion staining with a
Countess II automatic cell counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and resuspended in fresh media to an appropriate volume.
One microliter of the cell suspension containing 1.45 · 105

cells for the 5000 cell/spheroid group, 4.35 · 105 cells for the
15,000 cells/spheroid, and 1.31 · 106 cells for the 45,000
cells/spheroid was pipetted into the each well of the 24-well
plate containing the agarose microwells. After pipetting, the
plates were centrifuged at 163 g for 8 min and kept at 37�C
and 20% O2 for 7 days, changing the media every 2–3 days.

Assessment of MSC and EC spheroid formation

After 2 and 7 days of spheroid formation, MSC and EC
spheroids were imaged using a brightfield microscope. Ima-
ges were taken (6 wells per group, 4–6 images per well) and
the spheroid diameter was calculated using ImageJ software.
To analyze the DNA content, media was aspirated, and the
spheroids were washed in PBS and collected from the wells.
Spheroids were lysed in passive lysis buffer (Promega, Ma-
dison, WI), sonicated, and evaluated for total DNA content
per well using a PicoGreen Quant-iT PicoGreen DNA Assay
Kit (Invitrogen). For comparison between the 3D printed
stamps, Aggrewell�, and the hanging drop method, single

FIG. 2. Agarose microwell fabrication process. (A) Sterilization of the stamp, (B) insertion of the stamp into a 24-well
tissue culture plastic well, (C) pipetting of the melted 1.5% agarose into the well using the stamp channels to guide the
agarose pipetting and allow for air displacement, (D) agarose gelation for 5 min at room temperature, and (E) removal of the
stamp using the stamp stopper at the top to obtain patterned agarose microwells. Figure created with BioRender.
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spheroids from the microwells were collected, lysed, and the
DNA content per spheroid was quantified.

MSC spheroid formation in commercially
available systems

Aggrewell plates (STEMCELL� Technologies, Vancou-
ver, Canada) and Perfecta3D� hanging drop plates (Sigma)
were prepared and seeded according to manufacturer. For
Aggrewell plates, the wells were rinsed with antiadherence
rinsing solution (STEMCELL Technologies) and washed
with fresh growth media. Aggrewell plates were also tested
without antiadherence rinsing solution.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
version 8 software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). Statistical
differences between groups were determined by a Student’s
t-test. Numerical and graphical results are displayed as
mean – standard deviation. Significance was accepted at a
level of p < 0.05. Sample size (n) is indicated within the
corresponding figure legends.

Results

3D printed stamps enable consistent
formation of spheroids of different sizes

We produced spheroids of different sizes (5000, 15,000, and
45,000 cells/spheroid) from two cell sources (human MSCs
and ECs). The efficiency of the stamp method was directly
compared with a mold-based technique used broadly in our
laboratory.5,24 MSC spheroids (Fig. 3) produced with the
stamp method resulted in spheroids of 15,000 and 45,000 cells/
spheroid with a significantly larger diameter (373.0 – 12.9 lm
for the 15,000 cells/spheroid group and 582.2 – 6.8 lm for the

45,000 cells/spheroid group) (Fig. 3A, B) compared with
spheroids generated using agarose molds (354.0 – 15.5 lm,
p = 0.044 for the 15,000 cells/spheroid group and 571.4 –
11.4 lm, p = 0.042 for the 45,000 cells/spheroid group). DNA
analysis of the spheroids after collection showed significantly
higher DNA content in the spheroids produced with the
stamps in all spheroid sizes (Fig. 3C). Similar results were
observed using ECs to produce spheroids of 5000, 15,000,
and 45,000 cells/spheroid (Fig. 4). The average diameter of
EC spheroids produced in the stamps (143.5 – 5.3 lm for the
5000 cells/spheroid group, 199.6 – 6.8 lm for the 15,000
cells/spheroid group and 282.6 – 14.4 lm for the 45,000 cells/
spheroid group) was significantly larger than those produced
in the molds (111.2 – 7.7 lm, p < 0.0001 for the 5000 cells/
spheroid group, 170.9 – 7.8 lm, p < 0.0001 for the 15,000
cells/spheroid group, and 251.4 – 17.9 lm, p = 0.0077 for
the 45,000 cells/spheroid group) (Fig. 4A, B). Similarly,
DNA content of the 15,000 cells/spheroid and 45,000 cells/
spheroid groups produced in the stamps was significantly
higher (748.8 – 97.4 ng of DNA/well for the 15,000 cells/
spheroid group and 1491.0 – 290.4 ng of DNA/well for
the 45,000 cells/spheroid group) than those produced in the
molds (572.2 – 61.2 ng of DNA/well, p = 0.0037 for the
15,000 cells/spheroid group and 827.0 – 325.8 ng of DNA/
well, p = 0.0039 for the 45,000 cells/spheroid group)
(Fig. 4C).

Cell seeding is more efficient
in stamp-fabricated microwells

In light of increased DNA content in spheroids formed
using the stamps, we investigated potential contributions to
increased efficiency in spheroid production compared with
mold-fabricated microwells. We formed spheroids of 15,000
MSCs/spheroid using both methods (Fig. 5A), and we

FIG. 3. Comparison of MSC spheroid formation using mold-based (Mold) and the 3D printed stamp method (Stamp). (A)
Microscopic images of the spheroids at 48 h after cell seeding. Scale bar represents 500 lm. (B) Spheroid diameter (lm)
after 48 h of spheroid formation using both microwell production methods. (C) DNA content (ng DNA per well) after 48 h
of spheroid formation using both microwell production methods. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, n = 6 per group. MSC, mesenchymal
stromal cell.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of EC spheroid formation using mold-based (Mold) and the 3D printed stamp method (Stamp). (A)
Microscopic images of the spheroids at 48 h after cell seeding. Scale bar represents 500 lm. (B) Spheroid diameter (lm)
after 48 h of spheroid formation using both microwell production methods. (C) DNA content (ng DNA per well) after 48 h
of spheroid formation using both microwell production methods. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001, n = 6 per group. EC, endothelial
colony forming cell.

FIG. 5. Comparison of MSC spheroid formation (15,000 cells/spheroid) and maintenance in culture for 7 days when using
mold-based (Mold) and the 3D printed stamp method (Stamp). (A) Microscopic images of the spheroids at 2 and 7 days
after cell seeding. Scale bar represents 500 lm. (B) Microscopic images of the cell monolayer under the microwells at days
2 and 7 after cell seeding. Scale bar represents 100 lm. (C) Spheroid diameter (lm) after 2 or 7 days of spheroid formation
using both microwell production methods. (D) DNA content of the spheroids and cell monolayers beneath the micro-
patterned molds at day 2 after spheroid production. (E) DNA content (ng) of the cell spheroids and cell monolayers beneath
the micropatterned molds at day 7 after spheroid production. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, n = 6 per group.
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analyzed the formation of the cell monolayer beneath the
agarose microwells. No cell monolayer formation was ob-
served under the stamp-produced agarose microwells at day 2
after spheroid formation. However, adherent cells were readily
observed on the tissue culture plastic beneath the mold-
fabricated microwells at day 2, which grew into a confluent
cell monolayer by day 7 (Fig. 5B). Spheroid diameter was
greater in spheroids produced using the stamp compared with
the mold at days 2 and 7 (Fig. 5C), suggesting that cell in-
corporation was more efficient for stamp-produced spheroids.
To confirm this observation, we measured the DNA content of
the cell monolayer under the agarose microwells at days 2 and
7 after spheroid production (Fig. 5D, E), which revealed sig-
nificantly higher DNA content at both time points on the
plastic surfaces beneath the mold-fabricated microwells.
These results confirm that cell seeding onto stamp-fabricated
microwells is more efficient, blocking the escape of cells to the
underlying plastic surface due to the tighter fitting of the
agarose mold into the wells as a consequence of in situ mold
production, resulting in spheroids of higher cellularity.

3D printed stamps outperform
other established techniques

To assess the performance of the 3D printed stamps in
comparison with other established techniques, MSC spher-

oids of different sizes (5000 cell/spheroid, 15,000 cells/
spheroid, and 45,000 cells/spheroid) were produced using 3D
printed stamps, Aggrewell wells, and the Perfecta3D hanging
drop plates. Although the 3D printed stamps and the hanging
drop method produced spheroids of the three different sizes,
the Aggrewell plates only allowed for the production of
spheroids of 5000 and 15,000 cells/spheroid, whereas the
cells seeded in the 45,000 cells/spheroid aggregated into a
macroscopic cell mass (Fig. 6A). In addition, spheroid–
spheroid aggregation and MSCs adhesion to the surface of the
Aggrewell wells were observed regardless of treatment with
STEMCELL Technologies antiadherence rinsing solution
(Fig. 6A). To further compare the efficacy of these three
methods, the size and the DNA content of spheroids con-
taining 15,000 cells/spheroid were analyzed after production
using all three methods. Spheroids produced by the 3D
printed stamps exhibited comparable diameters and DNA
content to the commercially available methods with reduced
variability (1.3 – 0.3 ng of DNA/spheroid for the stamps
versus 6.8 – 4.7 for the Aggrewell and 0.9 – 0.6 for the
hanging drop method), leading to the formation of more
homogeneous spheroids (Fig. 6B, C). Spheroids produced in
the Aggrewell wells possessed significantly higher DNA
content than spheroids produced by the hanging drop method
and the 3D printed stamps ( p = 0.005 and p = 0.010, respec-
tively), but this difference and the high variability between

FIG. 6. Comparison of MSC spheroid formation using the 3D printed stamp method (Stamp) with other commercially
available tools. (A) Microscopic images of MSC spheroids of different sizes (15,000, 5000, and 45,000 cells/spheroid)
produced using the Perfecta3D� hanging drop system, untreated Aggrewell� wells or wells treated with antiadherence
rinsing solution, and the 3D printed stamp. Scale bar represents 500 lm. (B) Spheroid diameter (lm) after 48 h of spheroid
(15,000 cells/spheroid) formation using the three different systems. (C) DNA content (ng per spheroid; 15,000 cells/
spheroid) after 48 h of spheroid formation using the three different methods. **p < 0.01, n = 6 per group.
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spheroids were probably due to spheroid aggregation as re-
vealed by microscopic evaluation (Fig. 6A).

Discussion

Cellular aggregates have become a powerful research tool
in many laboratories, motivating the critical need for the
development of reliable and cost-effective methods for their
rapid and consistent production for various applications. For
example, our laboratory has explored the use of MSC
spheroids entrapped in instructive biomaterials to enhance
the healing of skin wounds26 and the regeneration of bone
segmental defects.5 Others have used cell spheroids and or-
ganoids for modeling the tumor microenvironment,27 em-
bryonic development,28 and drug discovery.29 In this study,
we describe the engineering of a stamp for the patterning of
microwells on agarose hydrogels and the subsequent use of
these microwells for the formation of cell spheroids of dif-
ferent sizes and cell sources. The described method is supe-
rior to a silicon mold-based technique previously reported by
our laboratory,24 producing human MSC and EC spheroids
with larger spheroid diameters and increased DNA content.
In addition, we observed that in situ microwell formation
within the culture plate resulted in more efficient cell seeding
on the stamp-produced microwells, preventing escape of
cells from the micropatterned microwells onto the underly-
ing culture plastic plate. When compared with the commer-
cially available Aggrewell and Perfecta3D hanging drop
systems, the 3D printed stamps achieved more reproducible
production of spheroids for three different cell densities and
diameters.

MSC spheroids are of special relevance due to their anti-
inflammatory effects,30 increased tissue regeneration1 and
angiogenic potential,31 improved viability and engraftment,5

ability to facilitate MSC differentiation into multiple line-
ages,32,33 and delayed senescence.3,32 Similar to MSC
spheroids, EC spheroids promote enhanced capillary forma-
tion,34,35 cell viability,36 and offer a promising tool for the
study of tissue and tumor angiogenesis.37,38 For all of these
applications, the development of methods that provide rapid,
consistent, and reproducible formation of spheroids of dif-
ferent cell types and sizes is needed.

Commercially available systems such as the STEMCELL
Technologies Aggrewell plates and the Sigma Perfecta3D
system provide ready-to-use plastic culture plates of different
sizes and microwell formats in an effort to facilitate the high-
throughput production of cell spheroids and organoids.
However, despite the ease of use of these systems, their high
commercial costs, limited capacity for the production of
spheroids of different sizes and cell numbers, necessary an-
tiadherence treatment of the wells with toxic chemical solu-
tions, and the nonreusable specification of these products
have driven the search for more efficient methods that can be
tuned to the specific needs of individual laboratories. The
technique introduced in this study is not only cost-effective,
allowing for the reuse of the stamp straight after microwell
formation, but this approach offers great tunability and
flexibility for in-laboratory production of homogenous
spheroids of multiple cell densities (up to 45,000 cells/
spheroid) and cell sources (MSCs and ECs) compared with
other existing tools. Furthermore, the use of agarose in the 3D
printed stamps prevented MSC adherence to the microwell

surface in comparison with the use of the Aggrewell plates,
therefore increasing the efficiency of spheroid cell seeding.
The depth and dimensions of the stamp-produced micro-
wells avoided spheroid–spheroid fusion observed in the
Aggrewell system. When compared with a mold method
widely used in our laboratory,24 spheroids produced using
stamp-fabricated microwells were more homogeneous as
shown by the reduced variability and lower standard devi-
ation of the spheroid diameters. The in situ formation of
the microwells within a tissue culture plate minimized the
chance of infection by eliminating a transfer step, prevented
the escape of seeded cells from the microwells, thus in-
creasing the cell seeding efficiency, and ensured that all
spheroids were located in the same spatial plane, thereby
improving the facilitation of imaging and automated anal-
ysis and monitoring.

Microfabrication strategies have been widely used in the
generation of nonadherent micropatterned surfaces as an al-
ternative to the hanging drop method for the production of
reproducible cell aggregates.2,17,39,40 Most of these micro-
fabrication techniques rely on the fabrication of a photosen-
sitive epoxy resin master mold that is produced through
photolithography. This master mold is subsequently used to
generate a patterned PDMS21,41–43 or silicone20,21,41 elasto-
meric secondary mold that is used for the fabrication of
nonadhesive microwells. Although these approaches allow
for the precise patterning of microwells with a resolution in
the nano- and micrometer range,21 such techniques also in-
volve a multistep, expensive, and time-consuming process
requiring the use of toxic chemicals, high temperatures and
pressures, and clean room facilities.21

More recently, the advent of 3D printing has facilitated the
fast and cheap fabrication of precise 3D objects. In this study,
a commercially available continuous liquid interface pro-
duction44 3D printer was used to produce 24 stamps in a total
printing time of 1 h. In addition, 3D printing offers high
versatility for modification of the stamp characteristics in
terms of material, size, and shape. As a result, 3D printing
enables the rapid scaling up or down of the 3D object and the
production of microwells in a diverse range of tissue culture
plate sizes and shapes.

Conclusion

We demonstrate the potential of 3D printing for the fab-
rication of a tunable platform for spheroid production. This
novel approach results in the reproducible patterning of mi-
crowells and the high-throughput production of cell spher-
oids. The developed technique could be adapted for a wide
range of applications expanding from tissue engineering to
the production of organoids for pharmacological and cancer
research.
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